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ANNOUNCEMENT

Arrangements have been made to continue the Maize Genetics
Cooperation at Cornell University for a period of not less than
three years* Professor R* L. Cushing, who has been responsible
for the work done during the past few years, will help initiate
Professor H. H* Smith who will have charge of the work in the
immediate future* The undersigned will enjoy looking on from the
outside and offering gratuitous advice as usual.

R. A# Emerson

I.

REPORTS FROM COOPERATORS
w

Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station
New Haven, Connecticut

1
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1* In the second generation from crosses of deviating
lines with the original normal line, mono-factorial segregation is
indicated by dwarf plant, pale top and crooked stalk, (Backcrossed
ratio 52 tall; 32 dwarf where 42:42 were expected, F2 selfed 49
green straight, 9 green crooked, 23 pale straight, 3 pale crooked
where 47:15:1$: 5 were expected.) Narrow leaf cannot be separated
clearly from normal in individual plants,
progenies ranged in
average leaf width from 74 to 93 mm compared to 72 for narrow and 92
for normal under similar conditions. Average height ranged from 92
to 103 inches compared with 91 for narrow and 95 for normal. In
previous tests narrow leaf plants have been slightly taller than
normal. Both the extracted homozygous normals and deviates have
come out of the cross slightly enlarged, an indication that other
factors are involved. Further testing is necessary to establish the
significance of these differences.
Blotched leaf ana late-flowering types have not yet been
compared after extraction from the cross with normal.
In view of the fact that the long inbred Learning lines
continued to decline in yield during 20 generations it is quite pos
sible that these lines which have not been selfed continuously for
this length of time are still segregating for minor physiological
changes along with the visible morphological changes which seem to
be mutations.
The normal lines, in the two cases tested, show no increases
when crossed ?/ith the same normal lines from which they have been
separate for many generations. Therefore, the possibility of accumu
lation of dominant genes from both parents seems to be ruled out.
Further testing of this point is needed.
Th^re is the possibility of mutations or delayed segregations
affecting combining ability that have no visible effect in the homo
zygous condition or in crosses with the same line from other sources.
Three of the long inbred Learning lines selfed for eight and nine
generations were separated into two sub lines each and maintained
separately for seven additional generations of self-fertilization.
During this period they showed no visible differences but when inter
crossed they all gave significant increases in some measurable
character.
Two of these lines were again separated in the 17th and

22nd generations and further self-fertilized for eleven and six
generations. When the first generation crosses between these sub
lines wore compared with their normal parents no significant dif
ferences were obtained. In one of these cases the parental lines

differed slightly in visible characters. All of this evidence in
dicates delayed segregation from an enforced heterozygous complex.
Five of the six deviating lines which show heterosis when
crossed back to the normal line have been tested in outcrosses with
unrelated lines. No significant differences in yield of grain wore
obtained between crosses of normal by unrelated normal compared to
deviating line by the same unrelated normal. For practical purposes
it is important that there were no decreases in yield.
D. F. Jones

2. A method for making smears of root tip chromosomes.
Frequently it is necessary to have counts of root tip chromosomes, but
the paraffin method for making preparations is laborious and time
consuming. However, excellent figures can be obtained quickly and
easily by the following technique. Fix young root tips in Carney’s
fluid for 6-24. hours. Change to 10% alcohol. (The material can be
kept here until it is convenient to make the smears). Transfer to
equal parts of hydrochloric acid and 95$ alcohol for five minutes,
then to 10% alcohol for at least five minutes. Put a thin cross-scction
slice of the root tip into a drop of aceto-carmine on a slide, and
tease the material apart with needles, or flatten it with a scalpel.
Put on a clean cover glass and press gently with the eraser end of a
pencil. Heat slide several times by passing through a flame. Examine
to sec whether there are sufficient division figures. If not, make a
smear from a different section of the root, or from a different root.
A good preparation has the cells well separated but intact, with many
well-stained division figures. Temporary mounts can be sealed with a
gum-mastic-paraffin mixture and kept in a cool place for several weeks.
Or the slides may be made permanent by McClintock's method for making
sporocytc smears permanent.
Jeannette Lowe

Cornell University, Department of Plant Breeding
Ithaca, New York

Gey and pericarp-color ratios. In two earlier News Letters
(17: 8-10, 1943 and 18: 7-8, 1944), aberrant pericarp-color ratios were
reported and a gamete factor, Gaz, was postulated as interfering with
the functioning of pollen carrying it. There are now available more
data like those previously reported and also a few of more nearly
crucial importance. The records here assembled include both the new
and most of the previously reported data.

The study involves crosses of lines having red pericarp and
cob with lines having colorless pericarp and either white or red cob
color. In this account,cob color will be disregarded, except In ope
section where its designation is essential. In general red and
colorless (white) pericarp will be designated, respectively, by R and
W. When reference to both pericarp and cob colors is made, the
following symbols will be used for the three alleles:
R-R
W-R
W-W

=
=
=

red pericarp, red cob
white pericarp, red cob
white pericarp, white cob

Certain plants with heterozygous red pericarp, when Qelfed
or used as pollen parents in crosses with white, give progenies with
an excess of white-eared individuals, instead of the respective 3-1
and 1-1 ratios ordinarily observed. When, however, the same red
eared plants are used as pistillate parents in crosses with white,
normal ratios result. The ratios of red to white that have been ob
served to date in all aberrant cultures of whatever generations are
given in the tabula^ statement below, together with first and later
generations of crosses in which heterozygous reds were used as pistil
late parents.
Parent plants
Type
Number
W/R (x)
W/(W/R)
(W/R)/W

4-9
25
18

Number plants0
Red
White
1231
491
437

1085
1822
453

n 1 Gj|atio
R
W
1.15:1
. 1:3.71
1:1.04

%
Red
53.6

21.2
49.1

Not all red eared plants of cultures with an excess of
whites, give aberrant ratios in the next generation. Of 42 plants
tested from cultures resulting from W/(W/R), line 2 of the above table,
29 gave aberrant pj'id 13 normal ratios in the following generations.
Reds of aberrant cultures, which give normal ratios in later genera
tions, are assumed to have lost Ga 4 by crossing over. But the rela
tive numbers of aberrant and normal progenies resulting is not a
measure of the percent of crossing over, because crossover pollen
lacking Ga 4- is more likely to function in fertilization than pollen
carrying Ga 4.
Of red eared F£ plants lacking Ga Ut two out of three in
general are expected to be homozygous.
Of 61 such red eared plants
of aberrant cultures, only 5 ware homozygous, a ratio of 1 1 .2 :1 instead
of the normal 2-1 ratio. Here again, this ratio is not a measure of
percent of crossing over between red and Ga 4 alone or of percent of
functioning Ga 4 pollen alone, for both variables are involved together.
Of red eared plants of normal cultures resulting from (W/R)/W,
line 3 of the table above (like those of the reciprocal cross W/(w/R),
line 2 ), some have normal and some aberrant progenies in the next

generation. Of 28 such reds tested, 23 gave aberrant and 5 normal
ratios in the following generation. Since there is here no question
of pollen differentials, the percent of normal cultures should measure
the percent of crossing over in megasporogenesis. The percent of
crossing over indicated is 17*9, but the number of plants tested is
far too small to give reliable results.
Of the homozygous red eared plants occurring in aberrant
cultures, one was crossed reciprocally with white and two others
wore used only as pollen parents in crosses with white. The progenies
were all red eared, but, of course, segregated in the next generation.
The ratios of red to white in the segregating generation indicated
that the throe homozygous red parents were heterozygous for Ga 4*
The available data are summarized in the following table.

Type of cross
w/

Number

a
1 8

jIw/W)/(R/H)]

|(W/W)/(R/R)]

Progenies
Red

White

292
260

901
263

W

{J

40
729

31
263

98
«*>

{!

112

69
38

|(B/R)/(W/W)]

Of 30 segregating cultures from crosses involving homo
zygous red as pollen parents, 9 exhibited aberrant and 21 normal
ratios. Of 11 segregating cultures from the one cross in which homo
zygous red was used as pistillate parent, $ gave aberrant e.nd 6 normal
ratios. The second of these two catagories (homozygous red as pistil
late parent) should include equal numbers of aberrantly and normally
segregating cultures, since, in homozygous red, crossing over with
Ga 4 is not detectable and because Ga 4 was not present in the white
pollen parent. The $-6 ratio is as near equality as is possible with
a total of eleven.
The first of the two catagories (homozygous red as pollen
parent) should, however, afford a direct measure of the percent of
functioning Ga 4 pollen* Here crossing over in microspcrogenesis
cannot be detected and should have no effect on the ratio of aberrant
to normal segregating cultures in the succeeding generation. Of the
30
plants tested, 9 gave aberrant and 21 normal segregation ratios*
This 9-21 ratio indicates that 30 percent of the functioning pollen
carried Ga 4, where 50 percent would be expected if this gene did not
work to the disadvantage of the pollen carrying it*

When,in heterozygous red, the Ga 4 gene is lost from redcarrying gametes, it should be picked up in an equal number of in
stances by gametes carrying white 4 For this study, a third allele,
colorless pericarp with red cob, W-R, may be used# When plants
heterozygous for R-R and W-W are crossed with W-R. the red eared plants
are W-R/R-R or R-R/W-R and the colorless eared plants are W-R/W-W or
V\r_w/W-R« Data involving the first of these catagories have been
presented without reference to cob color. In the second category,
pericarp is colorless throughout, but it is perhaps less confusing to
designate both pericarp and cob color by symbols for the three alleles
involved.
When, by crossing over, Ga 4 is shifted from association
with R-R to the W-W allele, segregating progenies should show a
deficiency of white. In the studies of crosses of R-R with W-W,
out-crosses with W-R, as either pollen or pistillate parent, have
afforded tests of 137 W-R plants. Their progenies, classified as
having normal or aberrant segregation.ratios of red to white cob,
are summarized as follows.

Number
W-W/W-R
and
w - r / w -w

(x)

(ill
\ 20

Progenies
W-R
W—W

2830
705

1016
U

Ratio
W-R:W-W

%
W-W

2.33:1

26.1

16 .02:1

5.9

In these col>-color studies, as in the pericarp-color work
reported eariier in this account, when heterozygous red (R-R/W-W or
W_y«/R-R) is used as the pollen parent in crosses with W-R, there are
involved both variables, namely, percent of functioning Ga 4 pollan
and percent of crossing over. It is, therefore, impossible to evalu
ate either one of them. When, however, heterozygous red with hetero
zygous Ga 4 is used as the pistillate parent and homozygous W-R as
the pollen parent, differential fertilization because of Ga 4 is
eliminated, and the percent of crossing over in megasporogenusis
should be indicated by the relative numbers of normally and aberrantly
segregating cultures in the succeeding generation* Data are available
for 32 such cultures, as follows.
1
•

f W-W
{ R-R

0

Type

+ .— /yj-p)'(>•) /28
Ge 4 '
u

]Progenies of W-W/W-R
Ratio
Red White
White
Red

693
114

232
5

2.99:1
22.8.:1

c
ff
O
White

25.1
4*2

Hero the ratio of normal to aberrant progenies is 28:4, or
equivalent to percent of
crossing over — is 12.5* It will be recalled that the study of seg
regating red pericarp, reported earlier in this account,involving 23
aberrant to 5 normal progenies, indicated a percent of crossing over
of 17.9* The percent calculated from both the pericarp-color and the
cob-color lots, 60 progenies in all, is 15*0* It will be recalled
also that crosses of white with homozygous red pericarp, the latter
as pollen parent, resulted in 21 normal and 9 aberrant cultures* This
indicates that 30 percent of the functioning pollen carried Gay, and
70 percent carried its normal allele.

7 :1 . The percent of aberrant progenies —

It remains now to see how nearly aberrant ratios correspond
to ratios calculated from the indicated values of the two variables.
The answer is easy. They do not fit at all welll It is realized that
the number of progenies on which the evaluation of the two variables
has been based is wholly inadequate — 60 for percent of crossing over
and 30 for percent of functioning Gay, pollen.
One further method of evaluating the two variables is avail
able. Thi 3 method was used by Mangelsdorf and Jones (Genetics 11:423-455,
1926) in their study of the gamete factor in the fourth chromosome. By
the use of data involving two genes both linked with Ga. they were able
to evaluate the two variables simultaneously. This method can be used
with data presented previously. (News Letter 17: 8-10, 1943), These
are backcross data involving pericarp color and ms 17, with a total of
206 plants. The method of Mangelsdorf and Jones applied to these data
indicates approximately 13 percent crossing over between Ga/t and pericarp
color — not far from that calculated by the method of eliminating one
variable — but only 5 — instead of 30 — percent of the effective
pollen carrying Ga/t. These percentages, when applied to the data sum
marized in this account, show a much better fit to observed ratios
than do those obtained from evaluation of the two variables independent
ly as presented earlier in this account. A comparison of the two
methods is giv^n in the following table.

Ratios
Calculated
13

% cross

15

5

ing over
% Ga 4
pollen

30

Observed

Coupling —
B-C —
f2
—
—
f2

Red to white
1
- 3.7
Red to white
1.2 - 1
Heter0- to homozygous red
11.2 - 1

1
- 5.1
1.4 - 1

1
- 1,8
2.1 - 1

6.2 - 1

2.8 - 1

11.3 - 1

3.6 - 1

Repulsion
*2

—

Red to white

16.0 - 1

The data presented in the 19^3 News Letter indicate that
Ga/t is to the left of msi 7 . On the assumption of 13 percent crossing
over between P and Gay,. the map may be given tentatively as below.
sr £ ---- Ga^

£------ 1 0 ------- >

msi 7

----- 3 ------ > P -----br

A further study, involving Gay, with sr, msi7 . P, and zb/^
is underway, but little further evidence can be obtained short of two
more years.
R. A. Emerson

Florida Agricultural Experiment Station
Gainesville, Florida

Regression Analyses of Yields of Hybrid Corn and Inbred
Parent Lines.— 1. Derivation of a theoretical regression function.
For n loci let the basic effect of a gene substitution be d, dominance
effect kd, proportions of loci AA in ?\ and P 2 be u and w, the multi
ple recessive phenotype T, and gene action additive.
P^ =
F]_ =
?l =
Fi =

2und + T,
Pp = 2wd + T,
2uwnd + [u(l-wT + w(l-u)l
(nd + nkd) + T,
(1 + k + kT/nd)
{?i +• P2 )Z.2-(k/2nd)PiP2-(k/2nd)T2-kT,
b^ P + ^1* wbiere P = (P]_+ P2)/2

With each generation of selfing l/2 of dominance effects disappear.
Divide each term in k by 2 for each time selfed to obtain the general
function for Fn. This function is a surface which is curved if there
is any dominance (k not zero). (Regression of F]_ on mean of parents
neglects the second term of the function. A plane is fitted where a
curved surface provides a closer fit if there is dominance).
Regression of Fi on P 2 with constant P]_ (any single Fi column
in Stringficld's table below) is obtained by treating P]_ as a constant
in the main function.

?X =

[1/2 + ky2 - k(Pi - T)y2n|

P2

+

C2

The partial regression coefficient bp is contained in the brackets. Its
value manifestly depends upon the value of constant P^. P2 is the
independent variable. Substitution of AA for aa at one locus in P2
provides an increment 2d. The corresponding increment of F]_ is
[1/2 + k/2 - k(P]_ - T)/2nd]
2d* The first term of this expression,
(l/2)2d = d, accounts for the basic effect of an additional A allele
in F^ coming from P2. The second term, (k/2)2d = kd, provides a
dominance effect. If, however, Pi is AA at that locus no dominance
effect will be added to F]_ by the substitution, and the one already
there will disappear. P^ is AA at u loci, and (P]_ - T)/2nd = u. The
third term adds £-k(P^ - T)/2nd] 2d = - 2ukd.

Under the assumptions, our main function calculates exactly
mean Fp for any type pair of parent values. Variance from such means,
or deviations from the regression surface are due solely to variations
in degree of heterozygosity. This portion__of the variance is beyond
parent criteria. Pros-ait parent criteria P and P]P2 together provide
maximum estimation of
by parent criteria. It is clear that the
mean degree of heterozygosity is greater in crosses of good x poor
linos than in crosses oi medium x medium lines and that the products of
parents P]P2 is included to measure that variation. It must also be
clear that the various genetic Interpretations inserted along have
not been employee, in trie mathematical derivations. For the most part
they were not recognized until after completion of the algebraic formu
lations.
Finally regression of bp on Pi is given by the formula for
bp. The regression coefficient is (-k/2nd) which is b2 of the main
function. It will bu labeled b2 hero also since the two coefficients
are identical.
2.
Fitting the functions to data. An unpublished table
kindly furnished by Mr. G. H. Stringfield is included to illustrate
the process of fitting. Values of bp at the bottom are simply regres
sions of Fi of the respective columns on P 2 * Regression of the values
of bp at the bottom of the table on the values of Pi at the top is
-0.015, and the correlation is -0.98 which is highly significant.
Fp and parents, bushels 1per
acre,
— ' 'y (G.
\ H. Stringfield, unpublished)
—
Pi
::
::

P2

4-8 :
13.6 :

4-8, 13*6

90, 28.2 ::

46.1 :

76.7

96.3

91.0 : 100.7 : 106.1 :

81.4

94.2 :

51
:
55.3 :

97.9 :

86.4 :

108.9 : 109.8 :

94.7 !

.

Hy, 29.8 ::

96.3 :

81.4

02, 46.1 ::

91.0 :

94»^

108.9

. ,----- .
WF9

: WF9 :
51.4 :

Hy
29.8

76.7 :

tm

02

90
28.2

51.4 :: 100.7 :

97.9

109.8

♦
104.0 :

•51, 55.3 :: 106.1 :

86.4

94.7

104.0 : 100.8 :
«

•

103.4 :
i

100.8 : 103.4 :

bp

::.6947

:

.w
•L060

.3433

Mean P 2

:: 42.0

:

39.2

38.8

35-6 :

Mean F^.

:: 94.2

:

87.2

98.2

99.8 : 103.2 :

:
.2314 : .0516 : .0512 :

34.6 : 33.8 i
98.2 :

From this regression the estimated value of Pp for bp = 0 is 57.1
bushels per acre which is just beyond the range of the date. The
same process has been applied to the other sets of data listed in the
second table. Where significant values of
have been obtained the
main multiple regression function has also been fitted. In each case
the second estimate of b2 agreed closely with the first one, which
provides a computation check since the two are algebraically identical
also in the computation formulas*

quadratic
tion that
p]_ = P 2 =
recessive

The last five items in the table were then computed by
solution of the multiple regression function on the assump
where P]_ and P 2 are both completely aa or completely AA,
F]_ - F2* Roots thus obtained are estimates of the bottom
and top dominant.

3.
Interpretation. First I must note that I have never
had any notion that yield of corn could depend upon a multiple set
of genes with uniform d and kd from locus to locus. Variation of d
and of kd must contribute to the variance of Fi and thus provide
additional variance from the present regression surface. Beyond that
I doubt that variation of d and kd could confuse present analyses.
Evidence here for overdominance (no dominance, k = 0;
complete dominance k = ± 1; overdominance k numerically greater than
one) seems to lie in the estimated values of Pp for aero partial
regression. If dominance is complete, zero partial regression will
obtain only when Pp is the top dominant. This statement agrees with
long held genetic philosophy of prepotencc. That It is mathematically
true in present theory may be seen by setting bp = U and k = 1 in the
partial regression coefficient formula and solving to find (P]_ - T)/
5 rid = u = 1. Note also that with complete dominance the top dominant
and top heterozygote are equal. Since for present data, values of
completely prepotent P^, (bp = 0 ) , are far below mean *1, the only
direct interpretation is overdominance, see values of x estimated irom
the date.• It would seem to make no difference whether the genes of
and ? 2 are completely linked or completely independent, so far as
immediate contributions to Fq are concerned.
Fisher, (Genetical Theory of Natural Selection) gives the
condition for equilibrium where the hetcrozygote has selective advan
tage over both homozygotes for one pair. His mathematical condition
is identical with the present one for bp = 0 for any value of k (Selec
tive advantage) except that his condition is in terms of the proportions
of a and A alleles in the population at equilibrium. The present con
dition is in terms of u, the proportion of loci AA in P^. If many loci
are all at Fisher equilibrium in a cross breeding variety the expected
value of u for a homozygote derived without bias is identical with q
for the variety. Or if TI for a group of lines is identical with q
for equilibrium the lines as a set are at equilibrium. Every line,
good or poor, will then have the same general combining ability as
measured by the average of its crosses with all of the other lines.
Equilibrium for each locus is at the instant where a and A alleles
combine equally well with the field.
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Jenkins (1929) almost attained that condition (last 3 entries
in present table). For those data the partial regressions are nearly
as frequently negative as positive and almost uniformly small numerical
ly. After much selection Stringfield, and Kinrnan and Sprague studied
groups of lines which show recession from the equilibrium which well
selected varieties had closely approached 20 years or more ago. Reces
sion may be due to mixing lines from different sources in one group
and probably to selection for specific combining ability (more than
average heterozygosity)• The ceiling for hybrids is higher if one
line has fewer AA loci, but this point can hardly be fully demonstrated
without a 3-dimensional figure.
From the 3-dimensional figure for overdominance of the degree
indicated (k = 2) it is clear that the
trend for increasing
and Po rises steeply over most of the range of present corn breeding
experience which just laps over the crest. Beyond the trend is down
wards. Beyond we have hardly gone, partly because of linkage as visioned
by Jones and partly because present practice requires slight recession
from the crest to another equilibrium between selection for specific
combining ability and selection for general combining ability and
excellence- of lines themselves.
Present interpretations must remain in some degree tentative
until lines 'well beyond the crest to provide significant negative
partial regressions have been obtained. Before such evidence any
alternative interpretation of complex, non-additive gone action would
stand entirely refuted, I think. Excess of any heterozygot^ ever the
top dominant would seem to be overdominance by definition. The pos
sibility of explaining present results by non-additive action without
overdominance is very small insofar as I can tell but spice does not
permit more to be said here. Neither does sp ce permit listing of
every point where overdominance theory agrees with corn breeding ex
perience more closely than does dominance theory. I h've found no
discrepancies and so must siy that the evidence for overdominance must
seem overwhelming but not crucial to any unprejudiced mind. It will be
appreciated if any discrepancies are pointed out.
The suae analysis has been employed with data on other char
acters of Jenkins (loc. cit.) with no evidence of overdominance and in
most cases slight evidence of any dominance at '11. Height of plant is
an exception, but it depends largely on vigor. No data on ear dimensions
have been available.
Fred H. Hull

M.
Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts
1. Pod Corn* We now have fertile, true-breeding inbred lines
of pod corn. These were obtained by selecting for minus modifiers of the
tunicate condition. In these stocks the glumes show about the same de
velopment in the homozygous condition as is usually found in other stocks
in the heterozygous condition. Seed of these inbred tunicate lines is
now available in considerable quantity#
Varieties and inbred strains of maize differ greatly in their
modifier complexes with respect to the tunicate character. When varieties
and inbreds are crossed to the same stock of tunicate there is in the
*i, considerable variation in the development of the glumes. Paraguayan
and Bolivian varieties have strong minus modifier complexes. Guatemalan
varieties have plus modifiers or at least are lacking in minus modifiers.
North American inbred strains cover the entire range. Iowa 701 has a
strong plus modifier complex while Minn* A15& is so strongly minus that
in some crosses with pod corn the tunicate ears are scarcely distinguish
able from non-tunicate,

2. Modifiers of Secondary Pistillate Florets. The occurrence
of varieties of maize in Bolivia in which there is a partial or complete
development of the secondary pistillate floret , as in Country Gentle
man sweet corn, suggests that
this may be a primitive character. If
this is the case, then there may well be differences in maize varieties
in their modifier complexes with respect to this character. Preliminary
studies made by crossing with an inbred strain of Country Gentleman
indicate that Guatemalan varieties have strongly minus modifier complexes
with respect to the development of secondary pistillate florets while
Bolivian varieties have plus modifiers or are neutral. The results so
far as they go, can be interpreted in terms of Tripsacum contamination
in Guatemalan varieties and its absence in Bolivian varieties.
3. Nature of the Maize Ear. The hybrids of pod corn and
Guarany maize, previously reported, which have been useful in demonstrat
ing the nature of the ear of maize, have produced an additional useful
abnormality. In l^*' several plants were found in which one or more ears
were norma] *rhilo other ears on the same stalks producea greatly elongated
shanks. When this occurs the ear is more or less naked ^nd the shucks
which usually surround the ear become normal leaves spaced at intervals
on an elongated lateral stem. There is no doubt that the ear was or
iginally the terminal inflorescence of a lateral branch.

U* Derivatives of maize-teosinte crosses. The segments of
chromatin or blocks of genes which distinguish various types of teosinte
from maize have been transferred individually by repeated backcrossing
to a uniform inbred strain of maize. Stocks derived by this procedure
show that the segment which occurs on chromosome No. 4 in Florida teo
sinte has almost identical counterparts in Durango, Nobogame and "New"
teosintes. Whether these counterparts occur on chromosome U in each of
these teosintes remains to be determined*
These stocks are also useful for testing the effect of teosinte
germplasm upon the yield of maize. Preliminary tests indicate that a small
amount of teosinte germplasm may improve grain yield. When two or more
segments are present, however, even in the heterozygous condition, grain
yields are definitely depressed although forage yields may be somewhat
improved*
P. C. Mangelsdorf

University of Minnesota, University Farm,
St# Paul, Minnesota
1.
Sterility Studies:— Tj-5-6-7. Mr* Constancio Lazaro
has continued his study of this stock in Uruguay. He has identified
the chromosomes involved in a series of eemistcrile plants derived
from the cross:
(.)8 x Normal. Of these, 16 are Tp-5 translocations,
6 are 1+5 or 7 (not 6) while only one is T6+(?). In addition to the
derived semisterile lines, another derived type with about 65% pollen
abortion and a ring of 6 chromosomes attached to the nucleolus was
found here at Minnesota. Intercrosses are growing in the greenhouse
to determine which chromosome pair has been lost from the ring of 8
cliromosomes. Linkage tests with the («.)8 showed the following percent
ages of recombination: f - 22%; bmp - 50%, y - 16%; v _5 ~ 9%, bn ~ %%»
jgl - 5%; ra - 3%, Recombination values and gene order in one T (1) ?
-5 stock derived from the (*)8 are: bm
30______ Pn
^»7_______
ys-T - 2%.
2* Yellow Endosperm.— One selfed ear had 112 deep yellow :
71 pale yellow : 14 white grains, a 9:6:1 ratio which may be interpret
ed as the interaction of two factors for pale yellow. Tassel-seed-4
was also segregating. The ratios for ts/( in the three classes suggest
linkage of ts/, with one of the two pale yellow factors.
It should be possible eventually to identify stocks for the
different yellow factors by their linkage with other characters, e.g.
msp for I, al_ for one chromosome 2, vg. for another, etc.
3.
established.

Chromosome 6 Linkage Studies.— A stock of ms. jsb has been
The linkage of pb with Y is very close.

Classification for suo has not been very satisfactory in
material grown here at Minnesota. The data reported by me in the Coop
Letter of March 23, 1937 (p. 15) indicated the order y-pl-sup, with
about 8% recombination between sup and PI.
It was noted there that
the separation for Yy.
poor. Since then Horovitz et al. (Anales
Inst. Fitotecn. S. Catalina 3:37, 1941) reported a su* between Y and
P I.
One backcross test with F I using sup as the female parent indi
cated 15% recombination, but all the recombinations were found in the
non-sugary class. One test of sup vs ms. was set up as follows: (ms + )
( + SJ2)
was crossed on a me Suo Suo stock and the progeny grown. The open
pollinated ears were examined to determine the number of homozygous Sup
and heterozygous sup in the normal and ms classes, from which the per
cent recombination can be calculated. The method se^cis to be usable.
In this case, 32.8% recombination was observed between ms and sup. These
results are not satisfactory , however, since in the ms class there 'was
21.5% while in the non-ms class there was 45*4%- Intercrosses of sup
•with Horovitz’s sux have not been entirely satisfactory but they seem
to indicate the two are the same.
Red glume collar in the tassel florets appears to show
linkage with PI in certain cultures, not in others.

A ailky character is closely associated with antherless in
the stock obtained from the Corn Coop, This silky vs X showed 16.5#
of recombination,
Trisomic tests for location of new factors in chromosome
6 : bag (barren stalk in a sweet corn), a new silky from a single
cross, and a new stock of tinged (tn) show normal disomic ratios.
The midget dwarf (mi) shows closer fit to a trisomic ratio than to
disomic, although classification was not too certain,
C, R, Burnham
The following have assisted in the work at various periods:
Stanton, C, H. Li, T, J. Liang, and H, H, Highkin.

Gertrud

A, Miscellaneous Linkage Tests,— For the new silky mentioned
above, data from a small population suggest a linkage with pr. There
is no close linkage indicated between narrow Ieuf-2 and: floury, yellow
endosperm, colorle.ss aleurone.
Linkage v;as reported previously between pr and 5 ho - sho is
closely linked with a^, nc crossovers being found in an F2 repulsion
population cf 1189*
T'ore was a suggestion of linkage between yellow vs. paleyellow and trie tinged mentioned above.
H* H. Highkin and C, R. Burnham

5. An "Oenothera" or Multiple Translocation Method of
Establishing Homozygous Lines,— A method by which a gametic combina
tion could be made homozygous immediately should be of practical use
to the plant breeder. One method, the utilization of haploids by
doubling their chromosome number, has been suggested by many workers.
It seems to be a feasible method in crops in rvhich pollinations can be
mr.de on a large scale and genetic markers are available to aid in their
recognition,
A second method for obtaining such homozygous lines is one
I am calling an "Oenothera" or multiple translocation method. In this
method, all the chromosomes of the haploid set are to be involved in
translocations in 3uch a way that the Fi of crosses with normal stocks
will have at meiosis a ring containing the entire diploid number 0 1
chromosomes. Such a plant should produce two kinds of functional spores
corresponding to the two parental gametic combinations of chromosomes.
Among the offspring from selfing such a plant there would be the
heterozygotes with the chromosome ring recognizable by high spore abor
tion; and in addition two types of normals, each homozygous for one of
the two parental gametic, combinations.
These two types of normals
would huve normal pollen, the normal number of chromosome pairs, and
could be distinguished by crossing them with standard normal stocks.

The normal type not carrying the translocations would constitute the
homozygous line.
The degree of homozygosity in these lines thus isolated depends
on the amount of crossing over which has occurred at meiosis in the
formation of the functional spores. Crossovers in the differential
segments result for the most part in spores carrying interchanges and
would be eliminated. Crossovers in the outer or interchanged arms
of the chromosomes would be the ones most likely to result in recom
binations of characters between the two parental gametes* The amount
of recombination may not be very large, since crossing over is usually
greatly reduced in regions near the translocation points and reduced
to a lesser degree in regions fartber away. It might be necessary,
however, to establish several normal sub-lines from each F^ plant to
eliminate, or at least to measure, heterozygosity from that source*
For practical use, the multiple translocation stock would
be crossed with the heterozygous source being used for new gene com
binations (e.g. a variety, or a single- or double-cross hybrid). Each
F]_ plant then represents a different gametic combination from that
source combined with the multiple translocation gamete, and is the
starting point of a different homozygous line to be established in
Selected lines thus isolated could be utilized in breeding tests
similar to those used with lines heretofore established by continued
inbreeaing. The fr> euency of '’superior'1 lines should correspond
the frequency of "sus rior" gametes in the heterozygous population
being sampled. In u;is "Oenothera" method the gametic combination is
established in homozygous condition immediately* In Stadler's "aa ecr
selection" method, the selected gametic combination is combined wiwh a
gamete from an inbred line. Further breeding, selection and testing
are necessary to isolate lines which carry at least part of the new
germ plasm.
The "Oenothera" method has not been tried but crosses are
under way by which it is hoped to eventually produce such a multiple
translocation stock in corn. The plan of procedure is to choose for
crossing only those translocations involving one chromosome in common
in which the breaks in this common chromosome are f-r enough apart to
furnish a "differential segment*" A crossover in this segment will
combine the two translocations in the same gamete.
Spore abortion will undoubtedly increase as more transloca
tions are added, but it is hoped that it will not preclude dehiscence'
of the anthers or the production of sufficient seeds to utilize the
method. It is possible th?.t in the larger rings more of the disjunc
tions will fall into the zigzag type and thus reduce the degree of
spore abortion.
C. R. Burnham

5. Notes on the Use of Maximum Likelihood Formulae for the
Calculation of a Single Recombination Value for Data From Several
Sources*— (As applied by Immer and Henderson, Genetics 28:4-19-44-0*
194.3*) Two methods are available, one being to weight each value
according to its standard error* The other method is to combine the
separate maximum likelihood formulae for each source into one formula,
place it equal to zero, and solve for a value of £ which best satisfies
this equation. In using the second method as outlined, difficulties
were encountered which were finally solved with Immer’s help* Two
changes must be made in the method as outlined.
1*

The separate maximum likelihood formulae must not
be reduced by any factor common to that portion (since
it is not common to the other formulae being added to
make up the one combined formula)•

2.

The maximum likelihood formulae as set up apply to
’ repulsion* When used for coupling, the entire formula
for that portion must be multiplied by (-1) (as shovm
by redifferentiating the basic equations).

The maximum likelihood formulae for the various sources of
data become for F 2 consisting of (3:1) (3:1):
1.

for

?2 repulsion;
= 0

2p

For F2 coupling this is multiplied by (-1). It
must also be remembered in substituting that in
coupling £ is the non-recombination fraction or
(1- the recombination fraction).
2.

For"singly dominant" Fp plants classified into their
genotypes in Fo, the formula for repulsion is:
k _ 2j+k + (i+k)2£

p

1-p

l-p^

- 0, the same as given in the

paper.

For coupling the entire formula is multiplied by (-1)*
3.

For "doubly dominant" Fg plants classified into the
relative numbers of heterozygous ana homozygous geno
types, the formula for repulsion is:
2 t ; + f _ f-K _ 2(h+l) (I-2p) _ (e+f+g+h+i)2p = 0
p

1-p

l-2p+2p2

2+p2

This is also the same as given in the paper.
For coupling the entire formula is multiplied by (-1).

If linkage data from these thr^e sources are available,
these formulae are"combined by addition into one maximum likelihood
formula, the observed values substituted and the value of £ which
best satisfies this equation is determined.
The standard error to be applied to this value is calculated
from the total amount of information furnished by the available data,
since S.E.p
where Ip is the tot*l amount of information. Ip can
7 Ip
be calculated easily by the method in Mather "Measurement of Linkage m
Heredity", page 68.
A supplementary note to the paper in Genetics had been pro
posed by Immer*
H. H. Kramer and C. R. Burnham

Missouri Botanical Garden, St. Louis, Mo. and
Pioneer Hi—Bred Corn Company, Johnston, Iowa

Variations in Kernel Shape end Texture in Corn-Belt Maize.—
Typical kernels were selected from 14,0 different inbred Lines of
dent corn. These included as many of the standard inbreds such as
33-11, WF-9, etc. as could be obtained, together with some of the
newer inbreds and various "sccond-cycle improvements” on elder inbreds.
Care was taken to obtain healthy and well-grown ears in spite of the
weakness of some of the inbreds. As representative a kernel as pos
sible was selected frwin each ear and thu variation of the entire col
lection was repeatedly examined and compared with collections of openpollinated varieties from various parts of the New World.
Much of the variation in this material, more than at first
seemed possible, is accounted for by differences in the texture (hard
dent, soft dent, etc.) and in the position at which the kernel shows
its maximum width. The latter character varies from wedge-shaped
kernels like WF-9 to broad-based, pointed ones like K 43* II - small
percentage of "buckshot" and poorly developed kernels are excluded as
too difficult to classify, the remainder show a clear set of transi
tional stages between these two extremes. At the cne end is the flat,
wedge-shaped kernel fairly similar to many of the older open—pollinated
varieties. It is widest at its apex, and allowing for the shrinkage
when it dents, it is also thicker at that point. Consequently it not
only tapers to the be so, it a.lso slopes to the base (i.e. the narrv...ing
is in two dimensions). The kernels at the other extreme are both
wide an*’ high at the base, bulging out broadly below and tapering
conewise toward the apex.
Between these two extremes it is possible to select a whole
series of intermediates. Those about in the middle are flattish
kernels, widest in the middle and also slightly thicker there. It is

they and the ones even less pointed which are of most interest in
this classification. It does not seem probable that one would^have
recognized what is apparently a slight degree of pointing, until he
had seen all the intermediate types laid out in this way. These aiiferont kernel shapes seem to result from various intermediates between
two fundamentally different growth patterns,similar to some of those
which have been analyzed in Cucurbits by oinnott.
The kernels were then classified for texture. At the one
extreme (grade 1) were a few inbreds which showed no capping of soft
starch. In the next class were those which were capped but not per
ceptibly dented. Next (grade 3) were both capped and dented but
without a wrinkled pericarp due to the collapse of the soft starch
area. Finally there was a class whose kernels were capped, dented, -nd
with the pericarp distinctly wrinkled at the apex.
When these grades of denting and pointing had been determined
the entire collection was sorted out simultaneously for both characters
A few of the small kernels remained difficult to classify and there
may well be other factors such as long kernels vs. wide kernels which
need to be considered. However this simple two-way scheme workeo.
surprisingly well and brought similar types together« The distiibu—
tion was as follows:
A
POINTING OF K E R N E L --------1
Widest
Widest at
Widest at
i
w
base
middle
apex
IX,

1x1

0
0
20
GRADE U
12
26
26
(xh
GRkDE 3
O
0
21
GRADE 2
U
p
3
11
7
fr-H GRADE 1
IH
2
5 Figures show No. of kernels in each class.
'-■M
a
It will be seen that there is a fairly strong negative
correlation between denting and pointing. The heavily aented kernels
are all widest at the apex and the less the degree cf denting the
higher is the proportion of pointed kernels.
After the kernels had been laid out in this way it was
apparent that certain other characters were correlated with pointing
or with denting. The association of red pericarp with pointed kernels
was particularly ccnspicious. Of these widest at the apex only 7
percent were so affected whereas 10 percent of the medium pointed,
and 53 percent of tnese widest at the base. This may be related to
the fact that in Mexico, the supposed ancestral home of our dent
corns, pointing of the kernels is very closely associated with red
pericarp. Red pericarp was found to have no obvious connectxon with
denting but blistering of the pericarp was strongly associated with
denting, as well as negatively with pointing. Another feature which
(though it varies greatly in its expression) is characteristic of

certain inbreas, is a silvery appearance of the pericarp, apparently
due to air. This showed no association with denting out was strongly
correlated with pointing.
After the above analysis had been made it was interesting
to examine various inbred, single-cross, and open-pollinated varieties.
The interaction of various factors in producing different types of
dent corn is much clearer after such an examination. The production
of a smooth, dimpled dent (such as characterizes OS 420 among the
inbreds) is very evidently the combination of a high degree of denting
with a fairly high degree of pointing. It is the pointing which
shapes up the kernel and gives the ear its neat appearance.

Edgar Anderson (Missouri Botanical Garden)
Ray E. Snyder (Pioneer Hi-bred corn
Breeding Company)

New fork State Agricultural Experiment Station
Geneva, New York

In the early summer of 1944 Professor S. Horovitz, of the
Phytotechnical Institute of Santa Catalina, of Argentina, sent me some
seeds of his new sugary (su^. He and coworkers reported this new
sugary in the Analos del Instituto Fitotecnico de Santa Catalina (j-941)
3:37-44. He says there that it is on chromosome 6, and that it
interacts with sup to make sup dominant.
The sux was crossed with sup (the inbred, P51)
soon as
possible; the Fp seeds were starchy. Last rummer I grew the F]_ anc1
selfed four plants. Five classes of seeds appeared: starchy; sux ,
which is waxy looking but stains black with I2KI; a smooth-sugary
seed which is aented and translucent, but not wrinkled; ordinary
sugary; and super— sugary (Horovitz1s name), which is more wrinkled
than ordinary sugary. Not only was there an extra class, but two
the four ears fit an extraordinary ratio, as shown below:
87 ( H ) (x)
87B (2) (x)
Obs.
Ratio
Starchy
Sugary - x
Smooth sugary
Sugary - 1
Supersugary

224'
61
35
83
57
x2 =

8
2
1
3
2
1.84

Calc.

Obs.

230.0
57.5
28.8
86.3
57.5

312
56
35
93
37

87 (3) (x)
87B (3) (x)
Calc.
Ratio
299.5
66.6
33-3
100.0
33.3

9
2
1
3
1
x2 =

3# 20

If the four ears are assumed to be the same and are lumped together,
the total counts do not fit either ratio, but are nearer to 8-l/2:
2:1:3:1-1/2, The classification of the various kinds of kernels is
clear except between sugary and supersugary.
John Shafer, Jr.

Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Company, Pioneer Laboratory,
Johnson, Iowa

The determination of chromosome knob numbers in the more
important inbred lines of Corn Belt maize was started in the summer
of 1945, of which a preliminary account may be made at this time. To
date, approximately thirty inbred lines of dent corn, twelve open
pollinated or inbred strains of popcorn, and five North American flints
have been examined. Although these numbers are relatively small when
compared with the total amount of material available, the results
obtained reveal some rather interesting facts. Among the thirty dent
corn inbreds studied, knob numbers are found to range from two to
nine with a frequency distribution as indicated in figure (1). Knob
numbers appear to be correlated with certain morphological characters
of the oar. For example, those lines possessing high knob numbers
have, in general, a more compressed Ixise, more tapered ears, and
higher numbers of rows of kernels than those with low numbers. There
is also some evidence indicating that irregular rowing is associated
with high knob number. Among the popcorn strains examined, all were
found to possess median knob numbers (4-6). The most interesting
observation encountered occurred in the 8-10 rowed North American flints
which were found to be knobless or nearly so. Of the five lines ex
amined, four were knobless and one contained a single xnob. These
data, it will be noted, are not entirely in agreement with what one
would expect on the basis of the tripsacum hypothesis*
William L. Brown

Knob Numoer
Fig. 1

«'Luz de Queiroz"

H
University of S. Paulo,
.1
School of Agriculture, S. Paulo, Brazil
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1.
The al gene is very closely linked to lgj according
the following data obtained in F 2 (repulsion):

Pedigree NO,

+ +

+

Ml

63

39
87
56
47

563

565

4

67
58
42
62
88
57
80

>18
TOTAL

1233

-

6

- 7
-

8

- 9
>11

al l£
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
1

108
151
103
131
196
114
ISO
118
132

754- 1
- 4
- 5

al +

46

46
85
45
54

106

Crosses involving al, lgl and
were made this summer (1%5-October)
in order to get the position of al in relation to lgl and £ ± 2 m
chromosome 2 .
2,
for this condition.

One ear segregating for £3 showed female elidin' tion
The cross made was %ml3l3l5%5 x XTOl';H3Z5T5

and the expected ratio 1 orange (2lll1323)
:
yiXiioXi, llXlliii)
changed to 1 orange : 1 white (81
orange seeds sowed were selfed and
cases ears segregating for 9 orange : 7 white. The white
normal plants which when selfed produced ears segregating

— 3s •
oiange weeds .
gave in all
E^ s gave
lor albescent

seedlings.
3
Material received from Dr. A. M. Brunson was sowed and
is now being crossed with several
testers. The white seeds always
;av€. albino plants and the dual effect of this mutation (provisionally
called yx) seems to me in favor of the hypothesis
that is identical
with ul*
Seeds received from Dr. Merle T. Jenkins were sowed and
only the "dark yellow" germinated. The "lemon yellow" is very
similar to some Yi stocks I have and in my opinion must be called
only "yellow" in order not to confuse it with the "lemon yellow'- due
to the yellow aleurone color. Dr. Jenkins’ ratio 3 darK ye o*
(orange) : 1 yellow is identical with th .t I obtained in Brazilian
strains (Maize Nows Letter 17:1943 and Amer. Nat. 79.187-19^, 1945; -*nb
the gene producing the difference orange : yellow I called provisionally
Yn. Several crosses are now being made in order to try the location
of Yd and to see its interrelations with Dr. Jenkins gene m chromo
some 7.

5.

My working hypothesis on the yellow-orange endosper

now as follows:
(a)

Several Y-genes with complementary effect, similar
tc the A 1 A2A3C R series for aleurone color. Of the
Y-series, the known genes are Yi in chromosome 6,
Yo in chromosome 2 and probably
of Dr. Brunson,
chromosome unknown. The y* condition is lethal and
the
produces albescent seedlings (£l oeneJ.

(b)

The
icgene, isolated from Brazilian str
mentary to lx in producing yellow endosperm but is
independent of I 3 and so, also, of the other Y genes
of the series.

(c)

The Yn gene (D=determiner) producing the difference
orange 2 yellow, found in Brazilian material and
extremely influence! by modifiers. Similar gene
found recently by Dr. Jenkins in chromosome 7.

• (d)

The Bn gene in chromosome 7, producing yellow pigment
only*Tn the aleurone layer. These ’-lemon yellow’ seeds
are detectable in stocks lacking one of the cumple
mentary Y— genes for endosperm color.

6.
The ratio 15 orange : 1 white was secured in one e
resulting from a cross of Brazilian strains ^ a n g e x_Ai.c, The
plants obtained from the orange seeds were selfed and m 4&
.
following results obtained;
23
14
9

Ears pure for orange
Ears segregating 3 orange : i white
Ears segregating 15 orange : 1 white

As the mutation from the recessive to the dominant condition is not
orobcbie and the ratio of ears obtained not in favor of U j inde
pendent genes, some of the plants obtained from the oars segregating
15 : 1 were fixed and will be checked cytologic^lly.
7, The location of the Yc Sen0
f°inc
,7 °
cross involving a tester of Dr. Randolph’s covering most of the
chromosomes gave the following results In two ears obtained frcm the
same plant;

Pedigree NO.

9

Orange
(^l“

Yellow

+
179A-1
179A-2
TOTAL

19

36

Ratio

sui

(?1- Y3y3Y5~)
+
su^

White +
Lemon yellow
+

sui

78
28

69
34

15
13

109
37

48

343 106

103

28

146

64

231
112

16

The segregation for sup is normal. The yellow seeds not sup, where
the classification was good, were sowed giving most of them al plants.
Few plants not al came from Bn seeds since this gene was present in
Dr. Randolph's stock. Segregation for bmo and crp was normal and
only one plant seemed to be jgx and none R». Proper tests for chromo
some 10 are being prepared but we don’t know if plant character markers
combinod with al will be easy to classify-

3.
Markers in all chromosomes and in back—grouna favorab
for the State of S. Paulo (Brazil) and probably for South America
conditions are now available. Triscmic stocks for chromosomes 2 to
10 segregating recessive genes in the respective cucuosemes are now
available and the tiisomic segregation will be checked again this
Slimmer. The transference of deficiencies in chromosomes 3>4>5>b, and
9 (material from Dr. Stadler) to Brazilian strains is being continued.
9. Treatment of seedlings by artificial light during 15
days and four hours every day, in era very early and other very late
stocks did not show significant difference
flowering when compared
with plants that did not receive treatment. /’Iso, I'O^s with cu~y~
light reduced to 10 hours every dry, during 15 days,
.red normally
when compared with the control.
E. L-. G saner

United States Department of Agriculture,
and
Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.
1. In the preceding News Letter it was reported that
tetr&ploid hybrids of Tripsacum and maize had been produced from exper
imental autotetrnploids of maize pollinated by a natural autotetrap16id
Tripsacum from the Eastern United States. Repeated attempts to obtain
seed from these hybrids by backcfossing to the parents failed. Since
they produced only aborted pollen, with the possible exception of c*
very few grains partly filled with reserve food material, extensive
attempts to self or sib cross these hybrids were not made. But very
recently it was noted that a few partly developed seeds had formed
on two of the 13 hybrid plants being wintered over in the greenhouse.
These seeds apparently resulted from sib-crossing. By culturing the ^
embryos of these seeds four seedlings have been obtained from which it
may be possible to procure additional progenies.
During 1945 an initial attempt was made to repeat the cross
of diploid corn and diploid Tripsacum made by Mangelsdorf and Reeves
in 1930. A diploid Tripsacum from Kansas was used rather than the
Texas form used by Mangelsdorf and Reeves. Very little difficulty^
was experienced in making the cross; 35 hybrids each with 23 somatic
chromosomes were produced by pollinating 5b ear shoots of corn. ihe
comparable frequency obtained by Mangelsdorf and Reeves was <c9 hybrids
from 382 ears.

Sporocyte examination of these hybrids is now in progress.
The observations to date indicate that there is an appreciable amount
of loose pairing at pachytene* Associations of 2, and not infrequent
ly 3 chromosomes are prevalent at diakinesis. However, very few
chiasmata apparently are formed as configurations suggesting chiasmata
are rare at diakinesis and very few bivalent or trivalent associations
persist to the metaphase stage* About one third of the figures have
no bivalents on the metaphase plate and most of the other cells have
not more than one or two bivalents at this stage*
The meiotic behavior of the chromosomes in these diploid
Tripsacum-maize hybrids indicates that there has been very little
if any exchange of parts of chromosomes during the meiotic prophage*
The functioning of any mechanism for the transfer of Tripsacum
chromatin to corn is conspicuous by its absence. It is quite pos
sible that an occasional exchange of parts between the Tripsacum
and corn chromosomes may take place as a result of something approach
ing typical crossing over, or fortuituous translocations; but it
would be extremely difficult, on the basis of the observed cytolo^ical
behavior of the chromosome in these hybrids, to account for a trans
fer of complete sets of knobs from Tripsacum to corn, as postulated
by Mangelsaorf and Reeves*
However, the inference to be drawn from the observed meiotic
behavior of the chromosomes in the Fn Tripsacum-corn hybrids, namely,
that there has been little or no exchange of parts between the corn
and Tripsacum chromosomes is in full agreement with the observation
of Mangelsdorf and Reeves that the plants with nu Tripsacum chromo
somes in the progeny of triploid Zea-Tripsacum hybrids bookcrossed
to corn, "were for the most part, normal corn plants differing in
no way from ordinary c o m plants--------most of the Zea chromosomes
segregated out intact and completely uncontaminated by their associa
tion with those of Tripsacum"• (M. and R*, 1939» PP* 112-113)•
2. From a comparison of pachytene figures in different
inbred lines it is apparent that consistently "good" figures may be
obtained from some lines and consistently "bad" figures from others.
Hybrids of good and bad lines have bad figures and plants with good
figures are recovered in bncxcrcsses to lines with good figures with
a frequency suggesting that a single major recessive gene for good
pachytene figures is involved.
Lines having consistently good pachytenes include Luces
Favorite (parent of 29-3 hybrid), l~3d, L 289, CC5, 0S126 . Lines
with badly clumped pachytenes of poor quality include 3 I 04, OS 120,
WF 9, 33-11 and 010B.
The observations on the quality ol the pachytene figures
were made under a wide variety of climatic conditions in Ncv* fork
and southern California, involving appreciable differences in
temperature, humidity, and time of 'day when fixations were made.
The quality of the cytological preparations was remarkably uniform
under a wide diversity of environmental conditions*
L. F. Randolph

II.

MAIZE PUBLICATIONS —

1945

(Including certain 1944 publications not previously listed and
some early 1946 publications*)

Abbe, E« C. and B. Phinney. Interaction of genes for size and form
in maize* Genetics 30(1):1 (abstract). 1945*
Aleksandrov, V. G,, 0. G. aleksandrova, and M. S. Iakovlev,
[character
istic features of the morphology of the maize typo of cereals
(Zea Mays)]
. Sovotskaia Botcnik
Leningrad
1944(6):
63-75. 1944- (In Russian).
Anderson, E. and J. J. Finan. Maize in the Yarihuitlan codex.
Mo. Bot. Gard. 32:361-368. 1945.
Anderson, E. What is Zea Mays? A report of progress.
Botanica 9:88-92. 1945-

Ann.

Chronica

Anderson, E. G. and L. F. Randolph. Location of the centromeres on
the linkage maps of maize. Genetics 30(6):518-526. 1945Andres, J. M. and F. Saurn. Marces argentines tetraploides obtenidos
por tratamiento con calor. ftcv. Fac. A-;ron. B. Aires 11:1730. 1944.
Anonymous# Report on agricultural research for year ending June 30,
1944* Rep. Ia. A"r. Exp. Sta. Pt II, p. 92. a-944*
Barr, C. G. Photosynthesis in maize as influenced by a transpirationreducing spray. Plant Physiol. 20:86-97. 1945Srimhail, R., G. F. Sprague, and J. E. Sass. A new waxy allele in
corn and its effect on the properties of the endosperm starch.
Jour. Araer. Soc. Apron. 37(11):937-944* 1945Brooks, J. S. Performance tests of corn varieties and hybrids, 1944.
Oklahoma. Sta. Bui. 283, 32 P- 1945Brunson, A. M. and G. M. Smith. Hybrid popcorn.
Agron. 37(3):176-183. 1945-

Jour. Amer. See.

Burkholder, P* R., I. McVeigh, and B. Moyer. Niacin in maize.
Jour. Biol, and Med. 16(6):659-663. 1944Burnham, C. R. Chromosome disjunction in maize interchanges.
30:2 (abstract). 1945-

Yale

Genetics

Carter, G. F. and E. Anderson, a preliminary survey of maize in the
southwestern United States. Ann. Mo. Bob. Gard. 3*^:497-324.
1945.

Clapp, A. L., E. G# Heync, C.
Davis, and W. 0- Scott. Kansas
corn tests, 1944. Bui. Kansas Agr* Exp. Sta. 325. 1-35*
194-5.
Creighton, R. H. J. and H* Hibbert. Studies on lignin and related
compounds. LXXVI. Alkaline nitrobenzene oxidation of corn
stalks. Isolation of p-hydroxyfcenzaldehyde• Jour. Amer.
Chem. Soc. 66(1):37-38. 1944-«
Crim, R. F., H. K. Hayes, E. H. Rinke, R. E. Hodgson, R. 0. Bridgford,
and R. S. Dunham. Maturity ratings of corn hybrids registered
for sale in Minnesota in 1944-* Bui. Minnesota Agr. Exp.
Sta. 383. 1-19. 1945.
Dugan, G. H., J. H. Bigger, A. L. Lang, B. Koehler, and 0. Bolin.
Illinois hybrid corn tests, 1944* Bui. Illinois Agr. Exp.
Sta. 509. 453-484. 1945.
Ellis, G. H., L. F. Randolph, and G. Mctrone. A comparison of the
chemical composition of diploid and. tetraploid corn. Jour.
Agr. Res. 72(3):123-130. 1946.
Eyster, H. C. Theoretical aspects of hybrid corn genetics and hybrid
vigor. Records Genet. Soc. Amor. 14:45* 1946. (Preprinted
from Genetics).
Fogel* S. Gone action and histological specificity of pigmentation
patterns of certain R alleles. Records Genet. Soc. Amer.
1A:45. 1946. (Preprinted from Genetics).
________ . Gene action and the course of anthocyanin synthesis in
certain R alleles. Records Genet. Soc. inner. 14:46. 1946.
(Preprinted from Genetics).
Frazier, N. W. A streak disease of corn in California.
Reporter 29(8):212-213# 1945.

Plant Dis.

Giles, N. H., Jr., P. R. Burkholder, I. McVeigh, and K. S. Wilson.
Comparative studies on the B-vitamin content of trisomic
and Gisomic maize. Records Genet* Soc. Amer. 14:46-47. 1946.
(Preprinted from Genetics).
Graner, E. A. The yellow-orange endosperm of maize.
79(781):187-192. 1945^

Amer. Nat.

Haagen-Smit, A. J., R. Siu and G. Wilson, A method for the culturing
of excised, immature corn embryos in vitro
Science 101:234.
1945.
Hater, E# S, Dent, flint, flour and waxy maize for improvement of
sweet corn inbreds. Proc. Amer. Soc. Hart. Sci, 46:293-294.
1945#

Hayes. H. K., E. H. Rinke and Y. S. Tsiang. The relationship between
predicted performance of double crosses of corn in one year
with predicted and actual performance of double crosses in
later years* Jour. Amer. Soc. Agron. 38(1):60-67. 1946.
Hayward, H. E. and W. B- Spurr. Effects of isosmotic concentrations
of inorganic and organic substrates on entry of water into
corn roots. Bot* Gaz. 106(2) :131-ld9- 1944Huber, L. L. Successful corn hybrids must suit the environment where
grown* Pennsylvania Sta* Bui. 446, Sub. 3, P- 4-5 «
^4+___________ . Thin stands of corn produce bigger ears out lower yields
than thicker plantings. Pennsylvania Sta. Bui. 464, -UP '
2, p. 10.
Hull

1945.

F. H. Recurrent selection for specific combining ability in
corn. Jour. Amer. Soc. Agron. 36:989-990 (abstract). 1944. Recurrent selection for specific combining ability in
corn. Jour. Amer. Soc. Agron. 37:134-145- 1945. Regression analyses of corn yield data. Records Genet.
Soc. Amer. 14-49- 1946. (Preprinted from Genetics).

Johann, H. and A. D. Dickson. A soluble substance in cornstalks
that retards growth of Diplodia Zeae in culture. Jjur.
Agr. Res. 71(3):89-110-

1945-

Jones. D. F. The importance of degenerative changes in living or
ganisms- Science 102(264^):209. 1945*
.

Heterosis resulting from degenerative changes.

30(6)-.527-542.

Genetic

1945-

Keeler, C. E. Preparing ears of maize for genetic classes.
Hered. 36(2):41-42. 1945-

Jour.

Kiesselbach, T. A. The detasseling hazard of hybrid seed corn pro
duction. Jour. Amer. Soc. Agron. 37(10):806-811. 1945________ 0f and W. E. Lyness. Simulated hail injury of corn.
Nebraska Sta. Bui. 377, 22 p. 1945Rinnan, M. L. and G. F. Sprague. Relation between number of parental
lines and theoretical performance of synthetic varieties
corn. Jour. Amor. Soc. Agron. 37:341-351- 1945Koch, L. W. and H. F. Murwin. The hybrid c o m industry in Ontario
Pathological and other problems. Empire Jour. txp. agr.
13(50):100-111. 1945-

Krantz, B. A. Corn fertilization studies in 1944*
Agron. Inform, Cir. 139, U p * 1943*

North Carolina Sta.

Kule^ov, N. (Maize in the fields of Siberia). (Socialistic Agriculture)
Moscow No. 1:56-62. 1944. (In Russian).
Laughnan, J. R. Chemical studies concerned with the action of the
gene A]_ in maize. Records Genet. Soc. Ainer* 14:52. 1946
(Preprinted from Genetics).
Langham, D. G. and 0. Gorbea. Mali. bianco Venezuela -3?/una seleccion
de alio rendimiento. Circ. Minist. Agric. Cria Dep. Genet.
Inst. Exp. Agr. Zootec., El Valle, D. F. No. 5, Pp* 3. 1944.
Longley, A. E. Abnormal segregation during megesporogenesis in maize.
Genetics 30:100-113* 1945*
Loomis, W. E. Translocation of carbohydrates in maize.
(2625):398-400. 1945*

Science 101

Mangelsdorf, P. C. The origin and nature of the ear o.i maize.
Mus. Leafl. Harvard University 12(2):33-38. 1945#

Bot.

Manke, K. F. and J. E. Grafius. South Dakota corn performance test,
1944. South Dakota Sta. Cir. 55, 31 P* 1945Menezes, 0. B. de. Tempo de germinacao do gra'o de polen e mitose de
urn milho brasileiro. Bol. Soc. Brasil. Agron. Rio de J.
7:27-32. 1944*
Mooers, C. A. Nitrate of soda as a fertilizer of c o m .
Bui. 196, 16 p. 1945.

Tennessee Sta.

Moore, R. P. and G. K. Twiddle ton. Measured crop performance 1944.: corn
hybrids, cotton, wheat, oats, barley. North Carolina Sta.
Bui. 351, 75 p*

1945.

Morrison, G. Grand old man of hybrid corn.
16, 18, 20. 1944*

Seed world 55: No. 7:

Patch, L. H. and R. T. Evcrley. Reistance of dent corn inbred lines
to survival of first-generation European c o m borer larvae.
U. S. Dept. Aghic. Tech. Bull. 893. 1-10. 1945.
Perry, H. S. The Ga gene as a means of reducing contamination of sweet
corn. Jour. Hered. 36(5):131-134* 1945*
Reiss, F. and J. L. Robinson. Th- 1944- Iowa c o m yield test.
Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta. No. P7.1: 372-416. 1945*
Rhoades, M. M. On the genetic control of mutability in maize.
Nat. Acad. Sci. Wash. 31:91-95* 1945.

Bui.

Proc.

Richey, F % D. Bruce's explanation of hybrid vigor.
36(8 ):243-244. 1945.

Jour. Hered.

_____________ Isolating butter foundation inbreds for use in corn
hybrids. Genetics 30(5):455-471. 1945ftinke, E*. H., H. K. Hayes, Y. S. Tsiang, and C. Borgeson. Minhybrid
corn varieties for Minnesota. Minnesota Sta. Bui. 354, 36 p.
1944.
Sass, J. E. Schedules for sectioning maize kernels in paraffin*
Technol. 20:93-98. 1945.

Stain

___________ and J. M. Green. Cytohistology of the reaction of maize
seedlings to colchicine. Bot. Gaz# 106(4):483-488. 1945.
Shafer, J. Jr. The relation of embryo axis weights to heterosis.
Amor. Jour. Bot. 31:503-506. 1944Shank, D. B. Effects of phosphorous, nitrogen, and soil moisture
on top—root ratios of inbred and hybrid maize. J. Agr.
Res. 70:365-377. 1945.
Singleton, W* R. and 0. E. Nelson, Jr. The iriprovemont of naturally
cross-pollinated plants by selection in self-fertilized lines.
IV. Combining ability of successive generations of inbred
sweet c o m . Connecticut Agr. Exp. Sta., Bui. 490, 489 P*
1945.
Sprague, G. F. Early testing of inbred lines of corn.
Soc. Agron. 38(2):108-117. 1946.

Jour. Amer.

Stadler, L. J. ana S. Fogel. Gene variability in maize. II. The
action of certain R. alleles. Genetics 30(1):23—24 (abstract).
1945.
Stoneberg, H. Louisiana - adapted hybrid corns.
No. 3:18. 1945.

South.Seedsman 8:

Tyner, E. H. and J. R. Webb. The relation of c o m yields to nutrient
balance as revealed by loaf analysis. Jour. amer. ec.• agi
38(2):173-185. 1946.
Weath^rwax, P. Corn for morphological and genetic work. Records
Genet. Soc. Amer. 14:65. 1946. (preprinted from Genetics).
Wiidakas, W. Corn hybrid and variety performance in North Dakota.
North Dakota Sta. Bimo. Bui. 7: No. 4, P* 3-8. 1945.
Planning the fight against the European corn borer in
the North Central states. North Dakota Sta. Bimo. Bui. 7:
No. 4:29-31. 1945.
____________ and W. T. Leary. 1944 hybrid corn field trials.
Dakota Sta., Agron. Mimeog. Cir. 76: 15 p. 1945.

North

Since preparation of the above bibliography abstracts of papers
presented at the St. Louis meetings of the Genetics Society of America
have been published in Genetics 31:211-237, 1946. The following ac
ditional papers have also been noted.

Anonymous. Guatemala Research Center of Iowa State College.
Nat. 80: 125- 1946.
Dicke

Amer.

F- F. and M. T. Jenkins. Susceptibility of certain strains
of field corn in hybrid combinations to damage by corn
earworms. U.S.D.A. Tech. Bui-, No. 893, 36p. 1945.

Freeman

W. H. The inheritance of husk length, ear length, and days
to silking in maize. Ann. Meeting, Amer. Soc. Agron.,
Feb. 27 - March 1, Crop Div. Program, p. 7-8 (abstract).
1946.

Hayes, H. K. Yield genes, heterosis and combining ability. Ann.
Meeting, Amer. Soc. Agron., Feb. 27 - March 1, Crop Div.
Program, p. 10 (abstract). 1946.
Lindstrom, E. W. Block-dominance, chromosome-balance ana linkage-crag
in polygenic inheritance and heterosis. Ann. Meeting, Amer.
Soc. Agron., Feb. 27 - March 1, Crop Div. Program, p. lx
(abstract). 1946.
Porter, J. W „ F. M. Strong, R. A. Brink, and N. P. N e a l . Carotene
Content of the corn plant. Jour. *gr. Res. 72(5). 169
'1946.
Sayre, J. D. The use of the spectrograph in corn breeding. Arm.
meeting, Amer. Soc. Agron., Feb. 27 - March 1, Crop Div.
Program, p. 15 (abstract). 1946.
Shank, D. B. and C. K. McClelland. Arkansas corn yield tests.
Sta., Rpt. Ser. 1, 22 p. 1945.

Arkansas

Singleton, W. R. Hybrid vigor in intra-inbred crosses and its utiliza
tion in maize breeding. Ann. meeting, Amer. Soc. Agron.,
Feb. 27 - March 1, Crop Div. Program, p. 16. (Abstract;.
1946.
"Long husk” sterility in maize.
29-30.

Jour. Hered. 37:

1946.

Wellhausen, E. J. The performance of some native and foreign oorns
in Mexico. Ann. meeting, Amer. Coo. Agron., Feo. 2, - >«arcb f,
Crop Div. Program, p. 19-20 (Abstract). 1946.

H. H. Smith
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SEED STOCKS PROPAGATED

A complete inventory of material on hand was presented i n t o
Letter H and additional lists were given in H a m
much ag there appear to have.
the CoSp

- ac ;mod unnecessary to present
material during the

“T
C
“ t a merely"involvud"the growing of cultures from old
T d Z thT^enesTio^ld not be lost. However, Dr. Hurray began in
1 % 3 ’to outcross weeds genetic stocks to inhrods, * £ * £ £ £
material available in more vigorous combinations. Th - continued ana a number of such combinations
gross has also been ni.de in the transfer oi marker g.nes
stocks.
R. L. Cushing and Rosalind Morris
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